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European SPCs Unravelled: A Practitioner’s Guide to Supplementary Protection
Certificates in Europe, Second Edition
Edited by Oswin Ridderbusch, Alexa von Uexküll

This one-of-a-kind handbook, currently in its second edition, provides invaluable
assistance to IP practitioners in devising successful pan-European SPC filing and
litigation strategies. Its practice-oriented approach, combined with a countryby-country format where all chapters follow the same structure, makes it easy
to compare the national practices and the respective national case law of the
different European countries.

ISBN: 9789403532202 | Release date: June 2021
Price: € 250 - £ 222 - $ 285 | Format: Hardbound
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Patents as an Incentive for Innovation
Edited by Rafal Sikorski, Zaneta Zemla-Pacud

The COVID-19 pandemic has elucidated the urgent need to find a middle ground
between innovation and access in healthcare and other technologies, a need
rooted in patent law. Considering the problems discussed – and solutions offered
– in this collection of expert essays are of tremendous practical and cultural
significance, the book will prove to be invaluable to practitioners, policymakers
and researchers in patent law and other fields of intellectual property law.

ISBN: 9789403524139 | Release date: February 2021
Price: € 136 - £ 119 - $ 152 | Format: Hardbound

Intellectual Property Law in China, 2nd edition
Edited by Christopher Heath

With a comprehensive update of the current law and practice illustrated by
relevant case law and a critical view of the challenges, this new edition is essential
for all companies investing in China or considering such investment, as well as for
practitioners counselling their clients on strategies. In addition, the up-to-date
knowledge and awareness provided in the book will be of great benefit to officials
and policymakers involved in trade or other relations with China.

ISBN: 9789403519524 | Release date: February 2021
Price: € 160 - £ 142 - $ 182 | Format: Hardbound

Exceptions in EU Copyright Law:
In Search of a Balance Between Flexibility and Legal Certainty
By Tito Rendas

Exceptions in EU Copyright Law deals with comprehensive redesigning of Article
5 of the Information Society Directive (InfoSoc Directive). In a copyright system
characterised by broad and long-lasting exclusive rights, exceptions provide a
vital counterweight, especially in times of rampant technological change. The EU’s
controversial InfoSoc Directive – now two decades old – lists exceptions in which
an unauthorised user will not have infringed the rightholder’s copyright, and there
have been calls for reform in order to achieve a better balance between flexibility
and legal certainty. The question to reform or not to reform this legal framework
has been considered in great depth in this book, providing detailed theoretical
and normative analysis of the Directive, the national and CJEU case law arising
from it, and meticulously thought-out proposals for change.
ISBN: 9789403523958 | Release date: February 2021
Price: € 139 - £ 122 - $ 155 | Format: Hardbound
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